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Abstract
We study the set of infinite volume ground states of Kitaev’s quantum double model on Z2 for an
arbitrary finite abelian group G. It is known that these models have a unique frustration-free ground
state. Here we drop the requirement of frustration freeness, and classify the full set of ground states. We
show that the set of ground states decomposes into |G|2 different charged sectors, corresponding to the
different types of abelian anyons (also known as superselection sectors). In particular, all pure ground
states are equivalent to ground states that can be interpreted as describing a single excitation. Our proof
proceeds by showing that each ground state can be obtained as the weak∗ limit of finite volume ground
states of the quantum double model with suitable boundary terms. The boundary terms allow for states
that represent a pair of excitations, with one excitation in the bulk and one pinned to the boundary, to
be included in the ground state space.
1 Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed a rising interest in topologically ordered states, mainly due to the
realization that their properties could be useful for fault tolerant quantum computation [25, 34]. The
quantum double models introduced by Kitaev demonstrated the existence of quantum spin models with short-
range interactions that have ground states exhibiting topological order and anyonic excitation spectrum. A
remarkable feature is that the ground space degeneracy depends on the genus of the surface on which the
model is defined.
A characteristic of topologically ordered states in two dimensions is the appearance of elementary ex-
citations with braid statistics, called anyons [50]. Perhaps the most well known model for anyons are the
quasi-particle excitations of the fractional quantum Hall effect [3, 39]. Braid statistics have also been studied
in the context of local quantum physics [24, 27] and gauge theories [7]. The fusion rules and braiding of
anyons is encoded algebraically as a unitary modular tensor category [8]. In particular, the case of the
representation theory of the quantum double for a finite group has been well studied [7, 18, 34, 48].
Kitaev’s models are very special in the sense that they have frustration-free ground states and that
the interaction terms in the Hamiltonian are all mutually commuting. Trivially, these models have a non-
vanishing spectral gap above the ground state. The spectral gap is an important feature in the classification of
topologically ordered ground states into a so-called topological phase [17, 49], and has important implications,
such as exponential decay of correlations [33, 43] and entanglement area laws [12, 32]. It was therefore
important to show that this gap does not close for sufficiently small uniform perturbations of these models [15,
38].
Ground states of quantum lattice models is a well-studied subject. Knowing the set of ground states is
essential for understanding the properties of quantum many-body systems at sufficiently low temperatures.
In the mathematical analysis of certain statistical mechanics phenomena, such as equlibrium states, phase
transitions, superselection sectors and phase classification, it is often necessary or convenient to take the
infinite volume limit (or thermodynamic limit) [6, 14, 40]. General existence and decomposition properties
of the set of infinite volume ground states have been mastered for some time [13, 14]. The problem of finding
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the complete the set of ground states for a given model, and proving that it indeed is the complete set,
however, has been solved only in a few cases.
In this work, we study quantum double models for abelian groups, in their implementation as quantum
spin Hamiltonians with short-range interactions as defined by Kitaev [34]. The simplest example is the toric
code model, which corresponds to the choice G = Z2. The abelian quantum double model is particularly
interesting because it has all of the characteristic features of topologically ordered systems, while at the same
time being simple enough to be tackled directly. The main features of the model are: it is exactly solvable in
the sense that the Hamiltonian can be explicitly diagonalized; the dimension of the space of ground states of
the models defined on a compact orientable surface is a topological invariant and corresponds to the number
of flat G-connections on the lattice (up to conjugation); there is a spectral gap above the ground state; the
elementary excitations correspond to quasi-particles with braid statistics, see [4] for a rigorous treatment of
these results.
The focus of this paper is the set of infinite volume ground states of the model for finite abelian groups.
Although the quantum double models are exactly solvable in finite volume, much less is known about the
thermodynamic limit. The first results in this direction are due to Alicki, Fannes and Hordecki [1]. They
showed that in the case G = Z2, also known as the toric code, there is a unique frustration-free ground
state, which coincides with the translation invariant ground state. This uniqueness property is not general
[28], but is related to topological order in the ground state. The difficulty of solving the full ground state
problem can be understood as follows. If δ is the derivation generating the dynamics, one has to find all
states ω on the quasi-local algebra A of observables that satisfy ω(A∗δ(A)) ≥ 0 for all A in the domain of δ.
It is possible to construct ground states as weak∗ limits of finite volume ground states, but even though the
boundary goes to infinity in a sense, the resulting state strongly depends on the boundary conditions chosen
for the finite volume ground states.
The main result of this paper is a complete classification of the set of infinite volume ground states
for Kitaev’s quantum double model for finite abelian groups. We find that the set of ground states can
be decomposed into |G|2 sectors. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the ground state sectors
and the superselection sectors defined in [23]. In particular, each sector corresponds to a different anyon
type. The strategy of the proof is to reduce the infinite volume calculation to a finite volume calculation.
In particular, we find a boundary term for every finite box such that the restriction of any infinite volume
ground state to the box is a ground state of the finite volume Hamiltonian plus the boundary term. This
strategy is motivated by the fact that infinite volume ground states minimize energy in a local region among
all states that are equivalent in the complement of that region [13], and resembles the classical Dobrushin-
Lanford-Ruelle theory of boundary conditions for the restriction of infinite volume equilibrium states [22].
Our analysis is deeply connected to the notions of topological order, superselection sectors and the fact
that the anyon quasi-particles of the quantum double models are time invariant. In analogy with the analysis
of Doplicher, Haag and Roberts [19, 20] in local quantum physics [29], it is possible to analyze the different
types of anyons in the system and to obtain the modular tensor category Rep(D(G)) describing all their
properties. This was done in [23, 40] for the abelian quantum double models, and we will use some of these
results here.
It is often surprisingly difficult to classify the full set of ground states in the thermodynamic limit. To our
knowledge, the complete ground state problem has only been solved for the one-dimensional XY -model by
Araki and Matsui [2], for the one-dimensional XXZ-models by Matsui [37] and Koma and Nachtergaele [36],
and for finite-range spin chains with a unique frustration free matrix product ground state by Ogata [46]. To
make progress, one typically has to pair the ground state problem with model specific notions; in the XY -
model it was the Jordan-Wigner transformation to fermions and in the XXZ-model and the frustration-free
spin chains it was a connection to zero-energy states [21, 28]. As far as we are aware, our result is the first
solution to the ground state problem for a quantum model in two dimensions.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the model and state the main results. We
describe the superselection sectors in Section 3 and present a new result that equates a boundary projector
to a sum of products of local projectors. A detailed presentation of the main results and the proofs are
in Section 4. We conclude with a discussion of the lack of stability for the infinite volume ground state
condition, and some difficulties that appear in the analysis for the non-abelian case in Section 5.
Acknowledgements: PN has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 657004. BN was supported in
part by the National Science Foundation under Grant DMS-1515850.
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2 Main results
In this section, we recall the definition of the quantum double models we study and present a precise
statement of our main results. A more in-depth discussion can be found in the following sections.
Let G be a finite abelian group and consider the bonds (or edges) B of the square lattice Z2, i.e. the edges
between nearest neighbors of points (or vertices) in Z2. We give B an orientation by having edges either
point up or right. To each edge e ∈ B we associate a |G|-dimensional Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis
labeled by group elements and denoted by |g〉. Throughout the paper, we use the notation g¯ to denote the
inverse element g−1. In general, the model can be defined on any oriented metric graph and for non-abelian
groups, see [10, 34]. Reversing the orientation on a given edge corresponds to the unitary transformation
that maps |g〉 to |g¯〉 in the state space of that edge. We use the notation Λ ⊂f B to indicate that Λ is
a finite subset of B. The quantum spin system in Λ is defined on the Hilbert space HΛ :=
⊗
x∈ΛHx and
its algebra of observables is AΛ = B(HΛ). If Λ1 ⊂ Λ2 there is a natural inclusion iΛ2,Λ1 : AΛ1 ↪→ AΛ2
mapping A 7→ A ⊗ IΛ2\Λ1 . The maps iΛ2,Λ1 are isometric morphisms so we will often abuse notation by
identifying iΛ2,Λ1(A) with simply A. For this net of algebras, we define the local algebra of observables and
the quasi-local algebra of observables as, respectively,
Aloc =
⋃
Λ⊂fB
AΛ, A = Aloc‖·‖. (2.1)
An observable A ∈ A is said to be supported on Λ if A ∈ AΛ. If Λ is the smallest set such that A ∈ AΛ then
we say Λ is the support of A.
To define the model we specify the local Hamiltonians and the Heisenberg dynamics onA. The interaction
terms of the local Hamiltonians are non-trivial only on certain subsets of B, called stars and plaquettes. We
define a star v to be a set of four edges sharing a vertex. Similarly, a plaquette f is the set of four edges
forming a unit square in the lattice. Interaction terms are defined for each star and plaquette by
Av =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
Agv, and Bf = B
e
f , (2.2)
where the terms Agv and B
h
f are defined by their action on basis of simple tensors as shown in the following
diagram:
Here the group elements g1, . . . , g4 label the elements of a tensor basis for the local Hilbert space correspond-
ing to a star or plaquette.
It is easy to check that the operators Av and Bf satisfy the following relations:
AgvA
g′
v = A
gg′
v ,
(
Ag¯v
)∗
= Agv,
BhfB
h′
f = δh,h′B
h
f , B
h∗
f = B
h
f ,
AgvB
h
f = B
ghg¯
f A
g
v (if v and f share edges).
In all other cases the operators commute.
The interactions terms are mutually commuting projectors
Av = A
∗
v = A
2
v, Bf = B
∗
f = B
2
f , [Av, Bf ] = 0 for all v, f. (2.3)
We caution the reader that in the case of the toric code model (which corresponds to G = Z2) one usually
shifts the local interaction terms by a constant. This has no effect on the dynamics, but the algebraic relations
are slightly different. Explicitly, the common convention is to define the toric code model in terms of star
and plaquette operators Atcv and B
tc
f given by 2Av − I = Atcv and 2Bf − I = Btcf .
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For Λ ⊂ B denote the subset of stars and plaquettes contained in Λ as
VΛ = {v ⊂ Λ : v is a star}, FΛ = {f ⊂ Λ : f is a plaquette}. (2.4)
If Λ ⊂f B, the local Hamiltonians for the quantum double models defined by Kitaev [34] are given by∑
v∈VΛ
(I −Av) +
∑
f∈FΛ
(I −Bf ) = HΛ ∈ AΛ. (2.5)
Since the interaction terms are uniformly bounded and of finite range, the existence of global dynamics
t 7→ τt ∈ Aut(A) is readily established. For our analysis it will be enough to consider squares, ΛL ⊂ B,
consisting of all edges in [−L,L]2. We will denote HL = HΛL and HL = HΛL . The generator of the dynamics
is the closure of the operator
δ(A) = lim
L→∞
[HL, A], (2.6)
where Aloc is a core for δ, and τt(A) = eitδ(A) for all A ∈ Aloc.
We briefly describe the ground state space, GL, of the local Hamiltonians HL. When defined on a torus,
that is when we impose periodic boundary conditions, the ground states minimize the local energy of each
interaction term, GperL = kerHperL = {Ω ∈ HL : AsΩ = Ω, BfΩ = Ω,∀s ∈ SL, f ∈ FL; } (see [34]). The
dimension of GperL is equal to the number of flat G-connections up to conjugation and independent of the
size of the torus. For free boundary conditions, the frustration-free property still holds: GL = kerHL. It
should be noted though that in this case the dimension grows exponentially with the perimeter of ΛL. Other
boundary conditions have also been considered [9, 16, 26].
Recall that a state on A is a linear functional ω : A → C such that ω(A) ≥ 0 if A ≥ 0 and ω(I) = 1.
The set of all states is denoted A∗+,1 and is a convex set; its extremal points are called pure states. By
the Banach-Alaoglu theorem the unit ball of all bounded linear functionals on A is compact in the weak∗
topology. The positive linear functionals form a convex and weak∗ closed subset of this unit ball. Since A
is unital, the set of bounded linear functionals ω for which ω(I) = 1 is closed in the weak∗ topology. Hence
the state space is compact in the weak∗ topology, being the intersection of a compact with a closed subset
(see also [14, Thm. 2.3.15]).
We are interested in the ground states of the infinite system defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. A state ω is a τ -ground state if
ω(A∗δ(A)) ≥ 0 for all A ∈ Aloc. (2.7)
We will refer to a τ -ground state as simply a ground state or an infinite volume ground state.
This definition can be interpreted as an infinite volume variational principle expressing that local per-
turbations do not decrease the energy of a ground state. At finite temperature T , equilibrium states are
defined by the KMS-condition [30]. Definition 2.1 can be obtained as the zero-temperature limit T → 0 of
the KMS-condition. The set of all grounds states is denoted by
K = {ω ∈ A∗+,1 | ∀A ∈ Aloc : ω(A∗δ(A)) ≥ 0}.
K is compact and closed in the weak∗ topology, and is a face in A∗+,1 (see Theorem 5.3.37 in [14]).
Solutions to equation (2.7) satisfying in addition a frustration-free condition, i.e., ω(Av) = ω(Bf ) = 1
for all v ∈ VB and f ∈ FB, were first studied in [1]. They showed that for G = Z2 there exists a unique
frustration-free ground state, coinciding with the unique translation invariant ground state. This result was
extended for all G in [23]. The notion of topological order is crucial in the proof of these results.
In [40], single excitation states were constructed from the frustration-free ground state via localized
endomorphisms. These states are labeled by a pair (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ × G, where Ĝ is the group of characters of
G. Each label (χ, c) denotes a distinct charge, or superselection sector, of the model. We will show that the
single excitation states are solutions to equation (2.7), and in fact that any pure ground state is equivalent
to such a state.
To be more precise: in this paper, we prove the set of ground states decomposes into |G|2 sectors,
Kχ,c ⊂ K, corresponding to the superselection sectors defined in [23]. The ground state sectors Kχ,c will
be constructed explicitly in Section 4. Heuristically, states in Kχ,c are obtained by projecting ground states
onto different charged sectors. Our main result is a complete characterization of the set of ground states of
the abelian quantum double models, which is the content of the following theorem:
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Figure 1: The region Λ3 is depicted with typical configurations of ribbons. On the left, ρ connects a site in
S3 to a site on the boundary, and intersects σ = ∂Λ3, the boundary ribbon of Λ3. On the right, ρ′ is an
open ribbon connecting site s0 ∈ S3 to s1 ∈ S3, while σ′ is a closed ribbon.
Theorem 2.2. Let ω ∈ K be a ground state of the quantum double model. Then there exists a convex
decomposition of ω as
ω =
∑
χ∈Ĝ,c∈G
λχ,c(ω)ω
χ,c where ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c. (2.8)
For all (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G, Kχ,c is a face in the set of all states. In particular, if ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c is an extremal point
of Kχ,c then ωχ,c is a pure state. If ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c is a pure state then ωχ,c is equivalent to a single excitation
ground state defined in [23], where two states are equivalent if their corresponding GNS representations are
unitarily equivalent.
The proof of this result is split up in different theorems, and can be found in Section 4. In particular,
the statement and its proof is found as a combined result of Theorem 4.5, Corollary 4.6, and Theorem 4.7.
3 Excitations and superselection sectors
We study the charges, or superselection sectors, of the quantum double model. To this end, we study the
excitations of the model, which can be obtained by using what are called ribbon operators. We first recall
the definition of ribbon operators and review some properties. We will just state the properties that will be
necessary for the proof of our results, and refer to the existing literature for proofs of these facts [10, 23, 34].
A good understanding of these operators and how they can be used to build up the local Hilbert spaces is
essential to our proof. In particular, we need to be able to detect such excitations with local projections,
which we will call charge projections. We will prove the projections that measure the total charge in a box
are supported on the boundary of the box.
After introducing the ribbon operators and charge projectors, we turn to the main topic of interest: the
infinite volume ground states. In this section we will introduce the unique frustration-free ground state. We
will also construct ground states that are not frustration-free, namely, the single excitation states. It turns
out that they can be obtained by judiciously choosing boundary terms of finite volume Hamiltonians, and
taking weak∗ limits of finite volume ground states. As such, they can be identified with the superselection
sectors of the theory, cf. [23, 40]. In the next section we will show that in fact all ground states are (quasi-
)equivalent to such states.
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Figure 2: Definition of the ribbon operator Fh,gρ .
3.1 Ribbon operators
We abuse notation and use v and f to also denote a vertex and face of the lattice Z2. A site is a pair
s = (v, f) of a vertex v ∈ Z2 and neighboring face f . Let SL denote the set of all sites s = (v, f) such that
v ∈ Z2 ∩ [−L,L]2 and the corresponding face f ∈ FL. We say that a site s = (v, f) is on the boundary of ΛL
if v ∈ Z2 ∩ [−L,L]2 and the corresponding face f ∈ FL+1 \ FL. As we will see, excitations of the model are
located at sites. A ribbon ρ is a sequence of adjacent sites connecting two sites s0 and s1. We assume ribbons
avoid self-crossing and label ∂0ρ = s0 as the start of the ribbon and ∂1ρ = s1 as its end. In particular, note
that ribbons carry a direction (see [10] for how this relates to the direction of the lattice). We also assume
that ribbons have at least two distinct sites. A ribbon is said to be open if s0 6= s1 and closed if s0 = s1, see
Figure 1.
For any ribbon ρ and g, h ∈ G the ribbon operator F g,hρ is defined as in Figure 2. The ribbon operators can
also be defined recursively as concatenations of elementary triangle operators, see [10]. If ρ0 and ρ1 are two
ribbons such that ∂1ρ0 = ∂0ρ1 then for the ribbon ρ = ρ0ρ1, where the product is defined by concatenation
of ribbons, the ribbon operator satisfies Fh,gρ =
∑
k∈G F
h,k
ρ0 F
k¯hk,k¯g
ρ1 . As we will see, the operators F
h,g
ρ
create excitations at the endpoints of the ribbons. However, in general Fh,gρ will yield a superposition of
different excitation types, and it is more convenient to choose a different basis. Essentially, what one does is
to decompose the space of excitations as invariant subspaces with respect to a local action of the quantum
double symmetry D(G) at each site. This symmetry is implemented by the star and plaquette operators Ag
and Bh [10, 34]. In this new basis the ribbon operators are labeled by pairs (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G, where Ĝ is the
group of characters of G, and we define
Fχ,cρ :=
∑
g∈G
χ(g)F c¯,gρ . (3.1)
If ρ consists of a single edge, then the family of ribbon operators generate the local algebra on that edge.
Similarly, for any finite subset Λ, the family of ribbon operators supported in Λ generate the local observable
algebra AΛ.
We end this overview by listing some of the properties of the ribbon operators that we will use frequently.
Most properties can be verified easily with a direct computation, but see [10, 23, 34] for more information:
a.) For operators acting along the same ribbon:
Fχ,cρ F
σ,d
ρ = F
χσ,cd
ρ and (F
χ,c
ρ )
∗ = F χ¯,c¯ρ . (3.2)
b.) If ρ is an open ribbon connecting sites ∂0ρ = (v0, f0) and ∂1ρ = (v1, f1) then for all k ∈ G we have
Akv0F
χ,c
ρ = χ(k)F
χ,c
ρ A
k
v0 , A
k
v1F
χ,c
ρ = χ¯(k)F
χ,c
ρ A
k
v1 , (3.3)
Bkf0F
χ,c
ρ = F
χ,c
ρ B
kc¯
f0 , B
k
f1F
χ,c
ρ = F
χ,c
ρ B
ck
f1 . (3.4)
In all other cases, the star and plaquette interaction terms commute with the open ribbon operators.
From equations (3.3) and (3.4), we can compute the commutation relation with the local Hamiltonian
HL as
[HL, F
χ,c
ρ ] = F
χ,c
ρ
(
Bf0 −Bc¯f0 +Bf1 −Bcf1
+
∑
k∈G
(1− χ(k))Akv0 + (1− χ¯(k))Akv1
)
.
(3.5)
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c.) Let Ω ∈ GL be a ground state and ρ be an open ribbon. We can compute the energy introduced by the
ribbon operators from the relations (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5),
HLF
χ,c
ρ Ω = Cρ(2− δχ,ι − δc,e)Fχ,cρ Ω, (3.6)
where
Cρ =
 2 if ∂iρ ∈ SL for i = 0, 11 if ∂iρ ∈ SL, ∂i+1ρ /∈ SL
0 if ∂iρ /∈ SL for i = 0, 1.
Thus, ρ generates excitations at its endpoints.
d.) If ρ is a closed ribbon then for all Ω ∈ GL,
Fχ,cρ Ω = Ω ∀(χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G (3.7)
and
[Fχ,cρ , A
g
v] = [F
χ,c
ρ , B
h
f ] = 0 ∀v ∈ VB, f ∈ FB. (3.8)
e.) If ρ = ρ0ρ1, that is, ∂1ρ0 = ∂0ρ1 then the ribbon operators obey
Fχ,cρ = F
χ,c
ρ0 F
χ,c
ρ1 . (3.9)
f.) A complete set of eigenvectors of HL for HL is,{∏
i
Fχi,ciρi Ω : ∀Ω ∈ GL, (χi, ci) ∈ Ĝ×G, ρi a ribbon
}
. (3.10)
g.) When two ribbons intersect once (as in left Figure 1),
Fχ,cρ F
ξ,d
σ = χ(d)ξ¯(c)F
ξ,d
σ F
χ,c
ρ . (3.11)
In the case of multiple crossings, one can induct on the formula above by decomposing the ribbons ρ and
σ into sections where only one crossing occurs using the concatenation formula (3.9).
h.) Ribbon operators satisfy path independence in the ground state, that is, if ρ and σ are ribbons such that
∂iρ = ∂iσ for i = 0, 1 then
Fχ,cρ Ω = F
χ,c
σ Ω for all Ω ∈ GL. (3.12)
3.2 Local and global charge projectors
We can detect the presence of an excitation and the charge type localized at a site s = (v, f) with the
orthogonal projectors
Dχv :=
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
χ(g)Agv for χ ∈ Ĝ, (3.13)
Dcf := B
c
f for c ∈ G. (3.14)
These can be obtained by considering the action of the quantum double at each site [10]. The first detects
“electric” charges labeled by the characters of G, while the latter project on the “magnetic” charges labeled
by group elements. The electric charges are located on the vertices, while the magnetic charges are located
on faces. Since we only consider abelian models, these two types of excitations can be treated separately.
One can check that, in the case of abelian groups G, the projectors commute. Thus, there is no ambiguity
in defining the operator Dχ,cs := D
χ
vD
c
f for the site s = (v, f).
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The local charge projectors have the following properties. They follow readily using the properties listed
in the previous section:
DχvΩ = δχ,ιΩ, D
c
fΩ = δc,eΩ for all Ω ∈ GL (3.15)
DχvF
ξ,d
ρ = F
ξ,d
ρ D
χξ¯
v , D
c
fF
ξ,d
ρ = F
ξ,d
ρ D
cd¯
f if ∂0ρ = (v, f) 6= ∂1ρ (3.16)
DχvF
ξ,d
ρ = F
ξ,d
ρ D
χξ
v , D
c
fF
ξ,d
ρ = F
ξ,d
ρ D
dc
f if ∂1ρ = (v, f) 6= ∂0ρ (3.17)
DχvD
ξ
v = δχ,ξD
χ
s , D
c
fD
d
f = δc,dD
c
f (3.18)∑
χ∈Ĝ
Dχv = I,
∑
c∈G
Dcf = I =⇒
∑
χ∈Ĝ,c∈G
Dχ,cs = I. (3.19)
Thus the projections onto the charges at a site s form a complete set of orthogonal projections, by equa-
tion (3.19). The ground state projector onto the ground state subspace GL is a product of all local charge
projectors with trivial charge,
∏
s∈SL D
ι,e
s .
A global (or total) charge projector selects the total charge (χ, c) in the region ΛL. Heuristically, if for
each face f ∈ FL there is a local charge cf , then the total charge of magnetic type is
∏
f∈FL cf = c (again,
we use that G is abelian). For example, if magnetic charges c and c¯ are located on two faces and all other
faces carry trivial charge, then the total charge in the region is cc¯ = e. Thus, for a charge c the conjugate
charge is given by the inverse group element c¯. Here “conjugate charge” is standard terminology: it means
that you can combine the two charges to obtain a trivial charge. It has nothing to do with conjugation in
the group, although here the notions happen to coincide.
Note that the example above in particular shows that trivial global charge does not mean that there are
no excitations in the region ΛL. Rather, it means that all charges add up to the trivial charge (similarly, the
total electric charge of a state with an electron and a positron is trivial). An open ribbon operator with both
endpoints in SL generates a charge c (see equation (3.16)), and a conjugate charge c¯ (from equation (3.17))
pair at each of its endpoints. Thus, charge is created locally at its endpoints but the total charge of the
initial state is preserved. However, an open ribbon operator with only one of its endpoints in the region ΛL
does not conserve the global charge in the region. The same is true for charges of electric type, where the
multiplication is in the dual group Ĝ.
We define the global charge projectors by
DχL :=
∑
∏
v χv=χ
∏
v∈VL
Dχvv , D
c
L :=
∑
∏
f cf=c
∏
f∈FL
D
cf
f , (3.20)
where the sums are over all configurations {χv}v∈VL such that
∏
v χv = χ and configurations {cf}f∈FL such
that
∏
f cf = c, respectively.
To project onto (non-trivial) electric  or magnetic µ charge types, we have the projectors, respectively,
DL :=
∑
χ 6=ι
DχL = I −DιL, (3.21)
DµL :=
∑
c6=e
DcL = I −DeL. (3.22)
From the definitions above it appears that the global charge projectors are supported on the entire region
ΛL. We will show that they are actually boundary operators.
To this end, we consider closed ribbon operators encircling the boundary of ΛL given by the operators
V L :=
1
|G|
∑
c∈G
(I − F ι,c∂L) , V µL :=
1
|G|
∑
χ∈Ĝ
(I − Fχ,e∂L ) , (3.23)
where we use ∂L to denote the closed ribbon running along the boundary of ΛL, see Figure 1. Physically
this can be thought of as an interferometry experiment [11]: we create a conjugate pair of charges from the
ground state, and take one around the region. Due to the anyonic nature of the charges, if there is a charge
present in the region ΛL, this is a non-trivial operation for at least one of the charges. In principle, this can
be detected and used to determine the total charge in ΛL.
We first show that V εL and V
µ
L are in fact projections (cf. [10, Sect. B.9]).
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Proposition 3.1. The operators V L and V
µ
L are orthogonal projections.
Proof. From equation (3.2), we have that∑
χ,χ′
Fχ,e∂L F
χ′,e
∂L =
∑
χ,χ′
Fχχ
′,e
∂L = |G|
∑
χ
Fχ,e∂L .
Thus,
(V L)
2 =
1
|G|2
∑
χ,χ′
(
I − Fχ,e∂L − Fχ
′,e
∂L + F
χ,e
∂L F
χ′,e
∂L
)
=
1
|G|
∑
χ
(I − Fχ,e∂L ) = V L.
Also with equation (3.2) we find
(V L)
∗ =
1
|G|
∑
χ
I − Fχ,e∗∂L
=
1
|G|
∑
χ
I − F χ¯,e∂L = V L.
The calculation to show that V µL = (V
µ
L )
2 = (V µL )
∗ is similar.
The following lemma states that localized ribbon operators do not change the total charge. In other
words, local operation cannot change the charged sector.
Lemma 3.2. Let L′ > L. Then, [DχL′ , A] = [D
c
L′ , A] = 0 for all χ ∈ Ĝ, c ∈ G and A ∈ AL.
Proof. Suppose A = F ξ,dρ is a ribbon operator. If ρ is a closed ribbon, then by equation (3.8), [D
χ
L′ , F
ξ,d
ρ ] =
[DcL′ , F
ξ,d
ρ ] = 0.
If ρ is an open ribbon let ∂iρ = si = (vi, fi) for i = 0, 1. Since, L
′ > L it follows that vi ∈ VL′ and
si ∈ SL′ for i = 0, 1. Thus,
DχL′F
ξ,d
ρ =
∑
∏
v χv=χ
∏
v∈VL′
Dχvv F
ξ,c
ρ (3.24)
= Fχ,cρ
∑
∏
v χv=χ
∏
v∈VL′
v 6=v0,v1
Dχvv D
χv0 ξ¯
s0 D
χv1ξ
s1 (3.25)
= F ξ,dρ D
χ
L′ . (3.26)
The lemma follows from the fact that ribbon operators generate AL.
A similar calculation holds to show [DcL, A] = 0.
From the preceding lemma it follows that DL and D
µ
L are supported on the boundary of ΛL. In fact, it
turns out that they are equal to the operators V L and V
µ
L defined in equation (3.23). These two different
definitions of what turns out to be the same operators will be convenient for us in the proof of our main
result. The following lemma gives a proof that they are indeed equal by showing that they coincide on a
spanning set of vectors.
Lemma 3.3. The global charge projectors DL and D
µ
L, defined above, are supported on the boundary of the
region ΛL. In particular, they are equal to the boundary ribbon operators on HL, defined in equations (3.23):
DL = V

L ∈ AΛL\ΛL−1 , DµL = V µL ∈ AΛL\ΛL−1 . (3.27)
Proof. The strategy of the proof is to show that DL and V

L coincide on vectors of the form
(∏
Fχi,ciρi
)
Ω
for Ω ∈ GL, by commuting the ribbon operators through DL and V L.1 By the previous lemma, and the
1The result would follow if we can show that the commutation relations of both operators with all ribbon operators coincide,
but this is not obvious from a direct computation.
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definition of V L and V
µ
L , it follows that all ribbon operators commute with F
χ,c
ρ if both of their endpoints are
contained in the interior of ΛL. Since we are interested in their action on vectors of the form
(∏
Fχi,ciρi
)
Ω, by
path independence (equation (3.12)), we can always assume that in that case the ribbon does not intersect
the boundary ribbon. Hence without generality we may assume that each Fχi,ciρi has at least one endpoint
on the boundary.
Consider first the case of the empty product. That is, choose Ω ∈ GL. From equation (3.7), Fχ,c∂L Ω = Ω
for all χ, c. Thus, V LΩ = V
µ
L Ω = 0. On the other hand, from eqn. (3.15), D

LΩ =
∑∏
s χs 6=ι
∏
vD
χv
v Ω =∑∏
v χv 6=ι
∏
v δχv,ιΩ = 0, where each term in the sum vanishes because the requirement
∏
v χv 6= ι forces
a non-trivial charge to exist at at least one star. Similarly, DµLΩ = 0. Hence the operators agree on the
subspace GL.
Now suppose ρ has both endpoints contained on the boundary. Since the endpoints of ρ are not in SL, the
vertex and face projectors corresponding to the endpoints of ρ will not be involved in the products defining
DL. It follows from (3.3) that D

LF
χ,c
ρ = F
χ,c
ρ D

L. On the other hand, from the ribbon crossing relations
(3.11) we can compute
V LF
χ,c
ρ =
(
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
I − F ι,g∂L
)
Fχ,cρ (3.28)
= Fχ,cρ
(
1
|G|
∑
χ 6=ι
I − χ(g)χ(g¯)F ι,g∂L
)
(3.29)
= Fχ,cρ V

L. (3.30)
Finally, we consider the action of V L and D

L on the spanning set of vectors of the form
∏
i F
χi,ci
ρi Ω.
From the above arguments, without loss of generality, we can consider the product of ribbon operators
for ribbons which have one endpoint on the boundary and one in the interior of Λ, since the other path
operators commute with both V L and D

L. We also assume ∂0ρi ∈ SL. This can always be achieved by
reversing the direction of the ribbon (called “inversion” in [10]). By concatenation of ribbons (3.9), without
loss of generality we can assume that all endpoints are distinct, that is, ∂iρk 6= ∂jρl for all i, j = 0, 1 and
k, l = 0, 1, . . . , n. Let {(vi, fi)}ni=1 enumerate the endpoints of ρi contained in the interior of ΛL.
Applying the ribbon operator relations (3.11),
V L
( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)
Ω =
1
|G|
(∑
g∈G
I − F ι,g∂L
)( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)
Ω (3.31)
=
1
|G|
( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)(∑
g∈G
I −
n∏
i=1
χi(g)F
ι,g
∂L
)
Ω (3.32)
=
( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)(
I − δ∏n
i=1 χi,ι
)
Ω, (3.33)
where we use orthogonality of characters, 1|G|
∑
g∈G
∏n
i=1 χi(g) = δ
∏n
i=1 χi,ι
. On the other hand we have that
DL
( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)
Ω =
( ∑
∏
v χv 6=ι
∏
v
Dχvv
)( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)
Ω (3.34)
=
( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)( ∑
∏
v χv 6=ι
n∏
i=1
D
χiχvi
vi
∏
v 6=vi
Dχvv
)
Ω (3.35)
=
( n∏
i=1
Fχi,ciρi
)(
I − δ∏n
i=1 χi,ι
)
Ω, (3.36)
where for the last equality we apply an extension of (3.16).
We have shown DL
(∏n
i=1 F
χi,ci
ρi
)
Ω = V L
(∏n
i=1 F
χi,ci
ρi
)
Ω for any arbitrary spanning vector ofHL. There-
fore, DL = V

L as operators on HL. A similar argument gives DµL = V µL as operators on HL.
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Before we continue let us briefly summarize the physical interpretation of the properties of ribbon op-
erators and charge projectors. The ribbon operators create a pair of excitations, one at each end of the
ribbon. In addition, the different types of excitations are labeled by pairs (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ × G and the charges
at each end are conjugate to each other. In other words, the global charge does not change after applying
a ribbon operator. Moreover, when acting with a ribbon operator on the ground state, the resulting state
only depends on the endpoints of the ribbon, i.e. the location of the excitations. A similar thing is true for
configurations of multiple charges, up to a phase. This phase can be explained by the anyonic nature of the
charges: exchanging two of them gives an overall phase, much like interchanging two fermions yield a minus
sign. The local Hilbert spaces can be obtained completely by such operations, so that we can define a basis
by specifying the charge at each site (with an additional constraint on the total charge). This observation
will play an important role in our proof.
3.3 Infinite volume ground states
Let ΩL ∈ GL be a sequence of finite volume ground states of HL. A frustration-free ground state of the
quantum double model ω0 can be constructed as follows. Consider a family of states {ωL}∞L=2 as L → ∞,
where ωL is an arbitrary extension of the state 〈ΩL, · ΩL〉 to the quasi-local algebra A (in particular, we
could choose a product state). By compactness of A∗+,1, there exists a convergent subsequence and denote
its limit as ω0. For any v and f , choose L large enough such that v, f ⊂ ΛLl . Since ωL is a ground state for
the finite model it follows that ω0(I −Av) = ωL(I −Av) = 0 and ω0(I −Bf ) = ωL(I −Bf ) = 0. This is the
frustration-freeness property.
Ground states of the quantum double model are locally indistinguishable, so weak∗ limits of sequences of
such states will always converge to the same state. It turns out that this is the only frustration-free ground
state (that is, satisfying equation (2.7)) of the model. We list some properties of this state in the following
proposition:
Proposition 3.4. ([1, 40, 23]) Let ω0 be the frustration-free ground state of the quantum double model
obtained as above. Then,
(i) if ω is a frustration-free ground state then ω = ω0,
(ii) ω0 is a pure state,
(iii) Let (pi0,Ω0,H0) be a GNS-representation for ω0 and H0 be the GNS Hamiltonian. That is, H0 is the
unique self-adjoint (and here, unbounded) operator satisfying pi0(τt(A)) = e
itH0pi0(A)e
−itH0 , H0 ≥ 0,
and H0Ω0 = 0 (see [14, Prop. 5.3.19]). Then, spec(H0) = 2Z≥0 with a simple ground state eigenvector
Ω0.
The first property is in fact a general property for frustration-free models satisfying a local indistinguisha-
bility condition (for the definition see [15]). The frustration-free ground state of the quantum double model
satisfies the local indistinguishability condition [23]. The last property follows from an application of strong
resolvent convergence (see for example Theorem VIII.24 of [47]) and shows that the quantum double model
has a spectral gap in its frustration-free ground state. As a consequence of local indistinguishablity, the gap
is stable under local perturbations [15, 38].
3.3.1 Single excitation ground states
In the finite volume, elementary excitations are constructed by violating one of the frustration-freeness
ground state conditions. These excitations must come in pairs since they are generated by open ribbon
operators. By introducing a boundary condition to the Hamiltonian, we generate ground states which have
one excitation in the bulk and one on the boundary. In the infinite volume, this is equivalent to moving
one of the excitations off to infinity, thereby isolating a single excitation in the bulk. By construction, these
states will be ground states in the infinite volume. One way to understand this intuitively is that even though
there is an excitation, we cannot lower the energy of the system with local operations. It is possible to move
the excitation around (thereby locally decreasing the energy), but we cannot get rid of it completely with
local operations, and the moved excitation will increase the local energy density at its new location.
The idea is to use the projections that were introduced in the previous section to define boundary
conditions, which can compensate for the existence of an excitation in the bulk. Recall that these projections
are supported on the boundary of ΛL.
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Definition 3.5. Define the following Hamiltonians with boundary condition
HL := HL − V L, (3.37)
HµL := HL − V µL , (3.38)
H,µL := HL − V L − V µL . (3.39)
We will sometimes use the index k to denote either , µ, or (, µ), and set V ,µL := V

L + V
µ
L .
Recall that the boundary terms V kL are linear combination of closed ribbon operators and thus commute
with each interaction term, and hence the Hamiltonian:
[V kL , Bf ] = [V
k
L , Av] = [V
k
L , HL] = 0 for all k, f, v. (3.40)
In what follows we will show that HkL ≥ 0, despite it being a difference of positive operators. From equation
(3.7), if ΩL ∈ GL then HkLΩL = 0 for all k.
Now consider an open ribbon ρ connecting a site ∂0ρ = (v, f) ∈ SL to a site on the boundary, for instance
ρ as the ribbon in Figure 1, and its corresponding ribbon operator, Fχ,cρ ∈ AL. Then, for (χ, c) we have that
HLF
χ,c
ρ ΩL = F
χ,c
ρ
I − 1|G|∑
g∈G
χ(g)Agv + I −Bc¯f
ΩL
= Fχ,cρ (2− δχ¯,ι − δc¯,e) ΩL.
In the last line we used orthonormality: 〈χ1, χ2〉 := 1|G|
∑
g∈G χ¯1(g)χ2(g) = δχ1,χ2 . Similar calculations, as
in the proof of Lemma 3.3, yield:
V LF
χ,c
ρ ΩL = F
χ,c
ρ
[
1
|G|
∑
d∈G
(
I − χ(d)F ι,d∂L
)]
ΩL
= Fχ,cρ (I − δχ,ι)ΩL,
and for the magnetic charges,
V µL F
χ,c
ρ ΩL = F
χ,c
ρ
 1
|G|
∑
ξ∈Ĝ
(
I − ξ(c)F ξ,e∂L
)ΩL
= Fχ,cρ (I − δc,e)ΩL.
Therefore, together with equation (3.6), we find
H,µL F
χ,c
ρ ΩL = 0. (3.41)
If ρ connects two sites in SL then [V kL , Fχ,cρ ] = 0. Thus, combined with a similar calculation from above for
multiple charges on the boundary, we can conclude that〈(∏
i
Fχi,ciρi
)
ΩL, H
,µ
L
(∏
i
Fχi,ciρi
)
ΩL
〉
≥ 0.
Therefore,
Lemma 3.6. Let GkL be the ground state space of HkL for k = , µ and (, µ). Then,
(i) H,µL ≥ 0 and HkLGkL = 0,
(ii) GL is spanned by {Fχ,eρ ΩL : ρ connects an interior site to the boundary, ΩL ∈ GL, χ ∈ Ĝ}.
GµL is spanned by {F ι,cσ ΩL : σ connects an interior site to the boundary, ΩL ∈ GL, c ∈ G}.
G,µL is spanned by {Fχ,eρ F ι,cσ ΩL : ρ, σ connects interior sites to the boundary, ΩL ∈ GL, (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G}.
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From the decompositions given in Lemma 3.6, it is clear that
if L′ > L then H,µL (G,µL′ ) = 0. (3.42)
Note that GµL and GL are subspaces of G,µL . This result allows us to decompose the ground state space into
different sectors corresponding to the different charges:
Corollary 3.7. The ground state space has a natural decomposition
G,µL =
⊕
χ∈Ĝ,c∈G
Dχ,cL G,µL (3.43)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.6 and the relation (3.19).
We now come to states in the thermodynamic limit that describe a single excitation. Such states may
be constructed on the quasi-local algebra by moving one of the excitations in a pair off to infinity. Let ρ be
a ribbon extending to infinity such that ∂0ρ = s and ∂1ρ =∞, where ∂1ρ =∞ means that the ribbon goes
to infinity in any direction. We assume that it does not “loop back”, in the sense that if ρn is the ribbon
consisting of the first n parts of ρ, then for any fixed point in the lattice, the distance to the endpoint of ρn
that is not fixed goes to infinity as n goes to infinity.
We denote ρL = ρ ∩ ΛL. Define the state ωχ,cs on Aloc, and its unique continuous extension to A, by
ωχ,cs (A) := lim
L→∞
〈Fχ,cρL ΩL, AFχ,cρL ΩL〉. (3.44)
The limit converges because the sequence is eventually constant for fixed local A. That is, by concate-
nation (3.9) and unitarity in the ribbon operators, there exists L > 0 such that for all L′ > L we have
(Fχ,cρL′ )
∗AFχ,cρL′ = (F
χ,c
ρL )
∗AFχ,cρL , and by local indistinguishability, the state is independent of the choice of
sequence ΩL. By path independence in the ground state, the state ω
χ,c
s is also independent of the path that
ρ takes to infinity and depends only on the basepoint s.
Note that by construction we have that H,µL ≥ 0, δ(A) = limL→∞[HL, A] = limL→∞[H,µL , A] for all
A ∈ Aloc, and ωχ,cs (H,µL ) = 0 from Lemma 3.6. From the following basic lemma, it follows that ωχ,cs is an
infinite volume ground state.
Lemma 3.8. Let ω ∈ A∗+,1 and H˜L ∈ AL be a sequence of positive operators such that δ(A) = limL→∞[H˜L, A]
for all A ∈ Aloc. If ω(H˜L) = 0 for all L then ω is a ground state, that is, ω(A∗δ(A)) ≥ 0 for all A ∈ Aloc.
Proof. Let ρL ∈ AL be the reduced density matrix for ω on AL, that is, ω(A) = Tr(ρLA) for all A ∈ AL.
From the condition, ω(H˜L) = 0 and H˜L ≥ 0, it follows that H˜LρL = 0 for all L. Therefore, by boundedness
of ω,
ω(A∗δ(A)) = lim
L→∞
ω(A∗[H˜L, A])
= lim
L→∞
ω(A∗H˜LA)− ω(A∗AH˜L)
= lim
L→∞
Tr(ρLA
∗H˜LA)− Tr(H˜LρLA∗A)
≥ 0
for all A ∈ Aloc.
The states ωχ,cs were first introduced in [23, 40]. They showed the states can be constructed from the
frustration-free ground state via an automorphism, ωχ,cs = ω
0 ◦ αχ,cρ , where
αχ,cρ (A) = lim
L→∞
Fχ,c∗ρL A F
χ,c
ρL . (3.45)
The limit converges in norm for each A ∈ A and defines an outer automorphism.
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3.4 Superselection criterion
Superselection sectors arise because the quasi-local algebra has many inequivalent representations. Most
representations do not have any physical relevance (for example, because the energy is unbounded), so it
is important to restrict the class of representations of interest. For example, a theory may have different,
inequivalent particle types, like the excitations in the quantum double. Another example would be electric
charge. Here we will use the term “charge” in a generalized sense, as a label of the different particle types.
Once we can identify different classes of representations with charges, it is reasonable to impose additional
constraints. In particular, we can impose certain locality conditions, and demand that we are able to move the
localization regions around. A superselection criterion is a rule that tells us precisely which representations
we select in the end.
The Doplicher-Haag-Roberts (DHR) analysis in algebraic quantum field theory showed that starting
from a vacuum state and a physically motivated superselection criterion, one could recover a family of
superselection sectors corresponding to the global gauge group [19, 20]. This allows one to recover all
physically relevant properties of the charges, such as their particle statistics. A similar analysis has been
done for the quantum double models, producing the single excitation ground states as the irreducible objects
in each superselection sector [23, 40]. The role of the vacuum is played by the translation invariant frustration-
free ground state.
For the quantum double models the relevant criterion is as follows. Let Λ ⊂ B be an infinite cone region
(the precise shape is not that important). We consider representations pi which satisfy the following criterion
for any such Λ:
pi0  AΛc ∼= pi  AΛc . (3.46)
Here pi0 is the GNS representation of the frustration-free ground state and pi0  AΛc means that we restrict
the representation to AΛc , the C∗-algebra generated by all local observables supported outside Λ. Physically,
to detect the charge of a state in the representation pi, one needs to measure the value of a “Wilson loop”. If
such loops around the charge are not allowed (as in the selection criterion, due to the absence of the cone),
the charge cannot be detected.
The superselection structure of the quantum double model can be analyzed in the same spirit as the
DHR program. The sector structure is summarized in the following proposition
Proposition 3.9. ([23, 40]) Let (piχ,cs ,Ω
χ,c
s ,Hχ,cs ) be the GNS triple for ωχ,cs . Then,
(i) piχ,cs are irreducible representations satisfying the criterion (3.46),
(ii) piχ,cs
∼= piχ,cs′ ,
(iii) if (χ, c) 6= (χ′, c′) then piχ,cs and piχ
′,c′
s belong to different superselection sectors (and hence are inequiv-
alent),
(iv) if pi is irreducible and satisfies (3.46) then there exists ρ and (χ, c) such that pi ∼= piχ,cs .
Pushing this analysis further, all properties of the charges such as their fusion and braiding rules can
be recovered [23]. It follows that the structure is completely described by the representation theory of the
quantum double, Rep(D(G)). It is interesting to see that the charge superselection structure is closely related
to the classification of ground states of the quantum double, as will become even clearer in the next section.
4 The complete set of ground states
In this section we prove our main result: a complete classification of the ground states of the quantum double
model for abelian groups. Our strategy is to find a boundary condition such that any infinite volume ground
state has zero energy for the Hamiltonian with this boundary condition. It turns out that this is possible
with the boundary conditions introduced in Section 3.2. The classification of infinite volume ground states
then simplifies to a classification of infinite volume limits of finite volume ground states. These finite volume
ground states are well understood by the results in the previous section, and this allows us to obtain our
classification. This strategy is similar to the solution of the complete ground state for the XXZ chain given
in [36].
We begin by introducing some notation.
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Definition 4.1. Let K := {ω ∈ A∗+,1 | ω(A∗δ(A)) ≥ 0} denote the set of infinite volume ground states,
where δ is the generator of the dynamics for the quantum double model for abelian group G. Similarly, for
the set of all finite volume ground state functionals of H,µL we write KL := {ωL : AL → C | ωL(H,µL ) = 0}.
The first step is to show that any infinite volume ground state minimizes the energy of the finite volume
Hamiltonians H,µL of Definition 3.5. Here we will use the formulation of the boundary term in terms of a sum
of products of local charge projections. This gives us precise control on the location of possible excitations.
Lemma 4.2. Let ω ∈ A∗+,1. Then, ω ∈ K if and only if for all L ≥ 2
ω(HL −DL −DµL) = 0. (4.1)
Proof. (⇐= ) This follows from Lemma 3.8.
( =⇒ ) We will show that ω(∑v∈VL (I −Av)) = ω(V L) and similarly that ω(∑f∈FL (I −Bf )) = ω(V µL ).
The result then follows from Lemma 3.3.
Let L ≥ 2 be given. Consider an arbitrary enumeration of the set of plaquettes, FL = {fi}nLi=1, and a
configuration of magnetic charges, {ci ∈ G}nLi=1 such that
∏
i ci = e. In the following, sums and products
indexed by i, j and k will run from 1 to nL unless otherwise stated. Pair fi with a neighboring vertex vi and
let ρi be a ribbon such that ∂0ρi = (vi, fi) and ∂1ρi = (vi+1, fi+1). With this choice, consider the operator
A =
(∏
i F
ι,c˜i
ρi
)(∏
i(I −Bfi)
)
, where the family {c˜i} is chosen such that
Bfi
(∏
k
F ι,c˜kρk
)
=
(∏
k
F ι,c˜kρk
)
Bcifi , ∀i. (4.2)
Indeed, the c˜i’s must be such that ci+1 = c˜i¯˜ci+1. The condition that
∏
i ci = e guarantees that such a family
{c˜i}i always exists, for instance, c˜i =
∏
j≤i c¯j .
We want to apply the ground state condition to the operator A, hence we compute
A∗δ(A) = A∗[HL, A]
=
∏
i
(I −Bfi)
(∏
i
F ι,c˜iρi
)∗(∑
j
[
−Bfj ,
∏
i
F ι,c˜iρi
])∏
i
(I −Bfi)
=
∏
i
(I −Bfi)
(∏
i
F ι,c˜iρi
)∗∏
i
F ι,c˜iρi
(∑
j
Bfj −Bcjfj
)∏
i
(I −Bfi)
=
∏
i
(I −Bfi)
(∑
j
Bfj −Bcjfj
)
= −
∏
i
(I −Bfi)
(∑
j
B
cj
fj
)
.
The operator
∏
i(I−Bfi)
(∑
j B
cj
fj
)
is a product of commuting positive operators and, hence, it is positive.
But this implies that A∗[HL, A] ≤ 0.
Because of the ground state condition, equation (2.7), and the calculation above, ω(A∗[HL, A]) = 0. We
can then sum over each configuration ci with trivial product. Note that if we fix cj for j = 1, . . . , nL−1, this
fixes cnL by the condition that their product should be trivial. Hence the summation over all configurations
gives
0 =
∑
(c1,...,cnL−1)∈GnL−1
ω
(∏
i
(I −Bfi)
(
B
∏
ci
fnL
+
nL−1∑
k=1
Bckfk
))
. (4.3)
Here we separated the nL face from the others in the summation, since its magnetic charge is fixed by the
others. We now do the summation over c1. Note that as c1 runs over the group G, so does
∏nL−1
i=1 ci. Also
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note that for any j,
∑
cj∈GB
cj
fj
= I. This yields, by repeating this procedure,
0 =
∑
(c2,...cnL−1)∈GnL−2
ω
(∏
i
(I −Bfi)
(
2I +
nL−1∑
k=2
Bckfk
))
(4.4)
= c(G,nL)ω
(∏
i
(I −Bfi)
)
, (4.5)
where c(G,nL) is some non-zero constant depending only on |G| and the number of plaquettes. Therefore,
ω
( nL∏
i=1
(I −Bfi)
)
= 0. (4.6)
Equation (4.6) generally holds for a finite subset Λ ⊂ B, where we assume that the subset is contained in
some box ΛL. We will need this fact for the following argument.
We proceed by induction to show that
ω
( ∑
f∈FL
I −Bf
)
= ω
(
I −
∏
f∈FL
Bf
)
. (4.7)
For the case of two faces, f1 and f2, we have from equation (4.6)
0 = ω((I −Bf1)(I −Bf2))
= ω(I −Bf1 −Bf2 +Bf1Bf2),
so that ω(I −Bf1) + ω(I −Bf2) = ω(I −Bf1Bf2).
Suppose that equation (4.7) holds if X is a finite collection of faces with |X| ≤ n. Now let X be a finite
collection of n faces making up a region in ΛL and enumerate the elements, X = {fi}ni=1 and let fn+1 /∈ X
be a face in X but otherwise arbitrary. From equation (4.6) it follows that
ω
(( ∏
i∈X
I −Bfi
)
(I −Bfn+1)
)
= 0.
Expanding the product and using the hypothesis we have,
0 = ω
(( ∏
fi∈X
I −Bfi
)
(I −Bfn+1)
)
= ω
(
I −
n+1∑
i=1
Bfi +
∑
i<j≤n+1
BfiBfj −
∑
i<j<k≤n+1
BfiBfjBfk+
+ . . .+ (−1)n+1
( ∏
fi∈X
Bfi
)
Bfn+1
)
= 1 +
[
n+1∑
i=1
ω (I −Bfi)−
(
n+ 1
1
)]
−
 ∑
i<j≤n+1
ω
(
I −BfiBfj
)− (n+ 1
2
)+
+ . . . (−1)n+1ω
(( ∏
fi∈X
Bfi
)
Bfn+1
))
= −(−1)n+1 +
n+1∑
i=1
ω (I −Bfi) +
∑
i<j≤n+1
ω
(
I −BfiBfj
)
+ . . .+
+ (−1)n+1ω
(( ∏
fi∈X
Bfi
)
Bfn+1
))
,
where in the last step we use the elementary equation
∑n−1
k=1(−1)k
(
n
k
)
= −(1 + (−1)n). We can then apply
the induction hypothesis to all but the last terms. Note that for the term with k products of Bfi , after
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applying the summation in the induction hypothesis, each term ω(I − Bfi) appears exactly
(
n
k−1
)
times.
Hence we obtain
0 = −(−1)n+1 +
n∑
k=1
(−1)k+1
(
n
k − 1
)(n+1∑
i=1
ω (I −Bfi)
)
+
+ (−1)n+1ω
(( ∏
fi∈X
Bfi
)
Bfn+1
))
= −(−1)n+1ω
(
I −
n+1∏
i=1
Bfi
)
+ (−1)n+1ω
(
n+1∑
i=1
(I −Bfi)
)
,
where we used that
∑n
k=1(−1)k+1
(
n
k−1
)
= (−1)n+1. Therefore equation (4.7) holds.
Now consider a configuration of magnetic charges, {ci ∈ G}nLi=1 such that
∏
i ci = e and ρi and c˜i are as
defined earlier. Let A′ =
∏nL
i=1 F
ι,c˜i
ρi
∏nL
i=1B
ci
fi
and let l = #{i : ci 6= e}. We compute
A′∗δ(A′) = A′∗[HL, A′]
=
∏
i
Bcifi
(∏
i
F ι,c˜iρi
)∗∑
j
[
−Bfj ,
∏
i
F ι,c˜iρi
]∏
i
Bcifi
=
∏
i
Bcifi
∑
j
(
Bfj −Bcjfj
)
= −l
∏
i
Bcifi ≤ 0.
Therefore, applying the ground state condition gives
if l > 0 then ω
( nL∏
i=1
Bcifi
)
= 0. (4.8)
Finally, applying the equivalence in Lemma 3.3 with equations (4.7) and (4.8) gives the result,
ω
( nL∑
i=1
I −Bfi
)
= ω
(
I −
nL∏
i=1
Bfi
)
= ω
(
I −
∑
∏
i ci=e
nL∏
i=1
Bcifi
)
= ω(DµL) = ω(V
µ
L ).
A similar argument gives
ω
( ∑
v∈VL
I −Av
)
= ω(V L). (4.9)
This concludes the proof.
We now state and prove the main result of the paper, starting with the definitions of the infinite volume
ground state subsets:
Definition 4.3. Define the following convex subset of states for each (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G:
Kχ,c :=
{
ωχ,c ∈ A∗+,1 :∃ω ∈ K such that lim
L→∞
ω(Dχ,cL ) > 0 exists, and
ωχ,c = w∗- lim
L→∞
ω( · Dχ,cL )
ω(Dχ,cL )
}
.
(4.10)
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By Lemma 3.2, Dχ,cL′ is a supported on the boundary. It follows that if L
′ > L and ω(Dχ,cL′ ) > 0 then
ω( · Dχ,cL′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
∣∣∣∣
AL
=
ω(Dχ,cL′ · Dχ,cL′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
∣∣∣∣
AL
. (4.11)
In particular, we have that ω( · Dχ,cL′ ) is a positive linear functional, which is not a priori clear, and
ω(H,µL D
χ,c
L′ ) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 4.2, K
χ,c ⊂ K is a subset of the set of infinite volume ground states.
The interpretation of a state in Kχ,c is that it has a global excitation of type (χ, c), hence the projection
onto the charge (χ, c) in the region ΛL has a positive expectation value as L goes to infinity. The assumption
that limL→∞ ω(D
χ,c
L ) exists is always satisfied, as follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 4.4. The limit λχ,c(ω) := limL→∞ ω(D
χ,c
L ) exists for all ground states ω and we have λχ,c(ω) ≥ 0.
Furthermore, if ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c then λσ,d(ωχ,c) = δ(σ,d),(χ,c).
Proof. Let L′′ > L′ > L. First, we claim that
DχL(G,µL′′ ) ⊂ DχL′(G,µL′′ ) if χ 6= ι (4.12)
DcL(G,µL′′ ) ⊂ DcL′(G,µL′′ ) if c 6= e (4.13)
DιL′(G,µL′′ ) ⊂ DιL(G,µL′′ ) if χ = ι (4.14)
DeL′(G,µL′′ ) ⊂ DeL(G,µL′′ ) if c = e (4.15)
(see Lemma 3.6 for a description of G,µL′′ ). Note the reversal of L and L′ in the last two equations. The
reason is that while in the first two equations, the presence of a charge in the region is measured, in the last
two equations it is the absence of any charge that is important.
To see why these equations are true, consider first χ 6= ι and note that the subspace DχL(G,µL′′ ) is spanned
by {Fχ,eρ F ι,cσ Ω : ∀Ω ∈ GL′′ ; c ∈ G; ρ, σ paths connecting sites from the interior of ΛL′′ to the boundary such
that ∂0ρ ⊂ ΛL}. The same statement is true if we replace L by L′. Thus, DχL selects for a χ-excitation in the
region ΛL whereas D
χ
L′ selects for a χ-excitation in the region ΛL′ . The later condition is weaker. Therefore,
DχL|G,µL′′ ≤ D
χ
L′ |G,µL′′ as projections. A similar argument gives D
c
L|G,µ
L′′
≤ DcL′ |G,µ
L′′
as projections. If χ = ι, DιL′
selects for a trivial -type charge (i.e., the absence of an electric charge) in the region ΛL′ while D
ι
L selects
for a trivial -type charge in the region ΛL. The later condition is weaker. Therefore, D
ι
L′ |G,µ
L′′
≤ DιL|G,µ
L′′
as projections. A similar argument gives DeL′ |G,µ
L′′
≤ DeL|G,µ
L′′
as projections. This shows that (4.12)–(4.15)
hold.
Let ω ∈ K be an infinite volume ground state. As remarked below Definition 4.3, ω|AL′′ ∈ KL′′ is a
ground state functional for H,µL′′ . Consider the sequence {ω(DχL)}∞L=2. If χ 6= ι, the inclusion (4.12) gives
that ω(DχL′ −DχL) ≥ 0, thus the sequence is increasing. The sequence is also bounded, ω(DχL) ≤ ‖DχL‖ = 1.
Hence we have a uniformly bounded and increasing sequence, and therefore the limit limL→∞ ω(D
χ
L) exists.
A similar argument gives that the limit limL→∞ ω(D
χ,c
L ) exists if χ 6= ι and c 6= e.
If χ 6= ι and c = e, where there is a non-trivial electric charge and the magnetic charge is trivial, we can
rewrite the projector Dχ,eL as
Dχ,eL = D
χ
LD
e
L = D
χ
L
(
I −
∑
c6=e
DcL
)
= DχL −
∑
c6=e
Dχ,cL .
This is enough to show the limit limL→∞ ω(D
χ,e
L ) exists. By similar arguments, the limits exist for the cases
χ = ι with c 6= e, and when χ = ι with c = e. The limits are always positive, since ω(Dχ,cL ) ≥ 0 for all L.
To prove the second claim, let ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c and choose ω ∈ K such that
ωχ,c = w∗- lim
L′→∞
ω( · Dχ,cL′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
.
We use freely that the charge projectors commute. Equations (4.12)–(4.13) imply that if χ 6= ι and c 6= e
then ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ ) = ω(D
χ,c
L ). Equations (4.14)–(4.15) imply that ω(D
ι,e
L D
ι,e
L′ ) = ω(D
ι,e
L′ ). If χ 6= ι, (4.12)
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and (4.14) imply that ω(Dχ,eL D
χ,e
L′ ) = ω(D
χ
LD
e
L′). From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it follows that
|ω(Dχ,eL Dχ,eL′ )− ω(Dχ,eL )| = |ω(DχL(DeL′ −DeL)|
≤
√
ω(DχL)
√
|ω((DeL′ −DeL)2)|
=
√
ω(DχL)
√
|ω(DeL′ +DeL − 2DeLDeL′)|
=
√
ω(DχL)
√
|ω(DeL′ −DeL)|
and similarly for c 6= e, |ω(Dι,cL Dι,cL′ )− ω(Dι,cL )| ≤
√
ω(DcL)
√|ω(DιL′ −DιL)|.
Let  > 0 be given. The previous arguments show that for all (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G, there exists l such that if
L′ > L > l then
|ω(Dχ,cL Dχ,cL′ )− ω(Dχ,cL )| < . (4.16)
Thus,
λχ,c(ωχ,c) = lim
L→∞
lim
L′→∞
ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
= lim
L→∞
lim
L′→∞
ω(Dχ,cL )
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
= 1.
Therefore, combining
∑
σ,d λσ,d(ω
χ,c) = 1 and λχ,c(ω
χ,c) = 1 gives λσ,d(ω
χ,c) = δ(σ,d),(χ,c).
From the arguments given in the previous lemma, we can achieve a slightly stronger bound which will
be used later. Let  > 0 be given. Then, for all (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ × G, we show that there exists l such that if
L′ > L > l then ∣∣ω ((Dχ,cL′ −Dχ,cL )2)∣∣ < . (4.17)
If χ 6= ι and c 6= e, (4.12) and (4.13) give that ω ((Dχ,cL′ −Dχ,cL )2) = ω(Dχ,cL′ −Dχ,cL ). Similarly, we find that
ω
(
(Dι,eL′ −Dι,eL )2
)
= |ω(Dι,eL′ −Dι,eL )|. If χ 6= ι then∣∣ω ((Dχ,eL′ −Dχ,eL )2)∣∣ = |ω(Dχ,eL′ +Dχ,eL − 2Dχ,eL Dχ,eL′ )|
≤ |ω(Dχ,eL′ −DχLDeL′)|+ |ω(Dχ,eL −DχLDeL′)|
= |ω (DeL′(DχL′ −DχL))|+ |ω(DχL(DeL′ −DeL))| ,
with a similar bound holding if χ = ι and c 6= e. Thus, (4.17) holds.
Lemma 4.4 allows us to distinguish ground states with different charges and makes it possible to decom-
pose any ground state into charged ground states. This is the first part of our main result.
Theorem 4.5. Let ω ∈ K be a ground state. Then there exists a convex decomposition of ω as
ω =
∑
χ∈Ĝ,c∈G
λχ,c(ω)ω
χ,c where ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c. (4.18)
Furthermore, we can calculate the coefficients explicitly as
λχ,c(ω) = lim
L→∞
ω(Dχ,cL ). (4.19)
If λχ,c(ω) > 0 then
ωχ,c = w∗- lim
L→∞
ω( · Dχ,cL )
ω(Dχ,cL )
. (4.20)
Proof. For convenience, in this proof we denote λχ,c(ω) = λχ,c.
By Lemma 4.4, the values λχ,c ≥ 0 are well-defined, so we will have to show that the limit in equa-
tion (4.20) exists and that the decomposition in equation (4.18) agrees with the state ω.
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Let L′ > L ≥ 2. Since for each L′ the charge projections add up to the identity, by equation (3.19), we
have ω =
∑
χ,c ω( · Dχ,cL′ ) for all L′. By Lemma 4.2, ω|AL is a finite volume ground state for H,µL for all
L ≥ 2 (see also the remark after Definition 4.3).
Now suppose λχ,c > 0. Let  > 0 be given and suppose  is small enough such that λχ,c >  > 0. By
Lemma 4.4, and inequalities (4.16) and (4.17), there exists L > 0 such that if L′′ > L′ > L then
|ω(Dχ,cL′ )− λχ,c| < , |ω(Dχ,cL′′ −Dχ,cL′ )| < , and
∣∣ω ((Dχ,cL′′ −Dχ,cL′ )2)∣∣ < .
We also demand that ω(Dχ,cL′ ) > 0 for all L
′ > L, which can always be achieved by choosing L big enough.
Note that λχ,c ≤ 1, so we can restrict to  < 1. Let A ∈ AL, then∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL′ ) − ω(AD
χ,c
L′′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′′ )
∣∣∣∣ (4.21)
=
1
ω(Dχ,cL′ )ω(D
χ,c
L′′ )
|ω(ADχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL′′ )− ω(ADχ,cL′′ )ω(Dχ,cL′ )| (4.22)
≤ 1
ω(Dχ,cL′ )ω(D
χ,c
L′′ )
(
|ω(ADχ,cL′ )| |ω(Dχ,cL′′ )− ω(Dχ,cL′ )| (4.23)
+ ω(Dχ,cL′ ) |ω(A(Dχ,cL′ −Dχ,cL′′ ))|
)
. (4.24)
Recall that by Lemma 3.2, we have that ω(ADχ,cL′ ) = ω(D
χ,c
L′ AD
χ,c
L′ ). It follows that |ω(ADχ,cL′ )| ≤ ‖A‖ω(Dχ,cL′ ).
We also note the estimate 1
ω(Dχ,c
L′′ )
≤ 1λχ,c− . The last term can be estimated using the Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality,
|ω(A(Dχ,cL′ −Dχ,cL′′ )| ≤
√
ω(A∗A)
√
|ω ((Dχ,cL′ −Dχ,cL′′ )2)| ≤ ‖A‖
√
.
Combining these estimates we obtain the bound∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL′ ) − ω(AD
χ,c
L′′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′′ )
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A‖(+√)λχ,c −  . (4.25)
Because λχ,c > 0, this goes to zero as  goes to zero.
Thus for each pair (χ, c) there is a sequence of states
ωχ,cL =
ω( · Dχ,cL )
ω(Dχ,cL )
, (4.26)
converging in the weak∗ limit (or ωχ,c is the zero functional if λχ,c = 0). We have the following properties
(cf. equations (4.48)–(4.50) in [36]):
w∗- lim
L→∞
ωχ,cL := ω
χ,c exists, (4.27)
w∗- lim
L→∞
∣∣∣∣∣ω −∑
χ,c
λχ,cω
χ,c
L
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (4.28)
ωχ,cL′ (H
,µ
L ) = 0 for all L
′ > L ≥ 2. (4.29)
The last property follows directly from the fact that ωχ,cL′ ∈ KL for all L′ > L and ωχ,c is an infinite volume
ground state for all (χ, c). Thus we have proven the ground state decomposition as in equation (4.18).
Corollary 4.6. For all (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G, Kχ,c is a face in the set of all states. In particular, if ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c
is an extremal point of Kχ,c then ωχ,c is a pure state.
Proof. Let ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c and suppose φ ≤ λωχ,c. Since the set of ground states is a face this implies φ is a
ground state. By Theorem 4.5, decompose φ as φ =
∑
λσ,d(φ)φ
σ,d. By Lemma 4.4,
λσ,d(φ) = lim
L→∞
φ(Dσ,dL )
≤ λ lim
L→∞
ωχ,c(Dσ,dL )
= λδ(σ,d),(χ,c).
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Therefore, φ = φχ,c ∈ Kχ,c, which shows Kχ,c is a face in the set of all states.
Suppose ωχ,c is an extremal state of Kχ,c and that ωχ,c can be decomposed as a convex combination of
states
ωχ,c = c1ω1 + c2ω2.
It follows that ciωi ≤ ωχ,c, so by the face property of Kχ,c, ωi ∈ Kχ,c. The supposition that the state ωχ,c
is extremal in Kχ,c leads to the conclusion that ω1 = ω2 = ω
χ,c.
We note that the definition we take for a face does not require it to be a closed set in the weak∗ topology
(but see also Theorem 4.8). The decomposition above suggests that each ground state can be decomposed
into ground states that are related to the superselection sectors. Indeed, the pure states in Kχ,c are equivalent
to one of the charged states that we constructed before. Two states ω1 and ω2 are said to be equivalent if
their corresponding GNS representations are unitarily equivalent.
Theorem 4.7. If ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c is a pure state then ωχ,c is equivalent to a single excitation ground state ωχ,cs ,
as defined in equation (3.44).
Proof. First, we notice that ωχ,cs ∈ Kχ,c for all sites s since
ωχ,cs (AD
χ,c
L′ )
ωχ,cs (D
χ,c
L′ )
= ωχ,cs (A) for all A ∈ AL and L′ > L,
where L is chosen large enough so that s ∈ SL.
Let ωχ,c ∈ Kχ,c and let ω ∈ K be a ground state such that we have ωχ,c = w∗- lim ω(·D
χ,c
L )
ω(Dχ,cL )
and λχ,c > 0.
Let  > 0 be given and suppose  is small enough such that λχ,c >  > 0. By Lemma 4.4 and equation (4.16),
there is an L > 0 such that if L′′ ≥ L′ ≥ L then |ω(Dχ,cL′′ )− ω(Dχ,cL′ Dχ,cL′′ )| <  and |ω(Dχ,cL′′ )− ω(Dχ,cL′ )| < .
Fix an operator A ∈ Aloc ∩ A(L)c . Then, there is an L′ > L + 1 such that A is supported on the annulus
A ∈ AL′−2 ∩ A(L)c , and an L′′ > L′ + 1 such that∣∣∣∣ωχ,c(A)− ω(ADχ,cL′′ )ω(Dχ,cL′′ )
∣∣∣∣ < ‖A‖. (4.30)
The estimate (4.25) also holds. Applying (4.16) and the estimates
1
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
≤ 1
λχ,c −  and
1
ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ )
≤ 1
λχ,c − 
gives ∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL′ ) − ω(AD
χ,c
L D
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ )
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL′ ) − ω(AD
χ,c
L D
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL Dχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL′ ) − ω(AD
χ,c
L D
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ )
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖A‖(+
√
)
(λχ,c − )2
Combining the above estimates, it follows that for a site s contained in ΛL
|ωχ,c(A)− ωχ,cs (A)| ≤
∣∣∣∣ωχ,c(A)− ω(ADχ,cL′′ )ω(Dχ,cL′′ )
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL′′ )ω(Dχ,cL′′ ) − ω(AD
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL′ )
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL′ ) − ω(AD
χ,c
L D
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ )
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ω(ADχ,cL Dχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL Dχ,cL′ ) − ω(D
χ,c
L′ D
χ,c
L AD
χ,c
L D
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ )
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ω(Dχ,cL′ Dχ,cL ADχ,cL Dχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL Dχ,cL′ ) − ωχ,cs (A)
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖A‖+ 2‖A‖(+
√
)
(λχ,c − )2 +
∣∣∣∣ω(Dχ,cL′ Dχ,cL ADχ,cL Dχ,cL′ )ω(Dχ,cL Dχ,cL′ ) − ωχ,cs (A)
∣∣∣∣ ,
(4.31)
where the fourth term vanishes by Lemma 3.2. The last term will be shown to be identically zero.
Recall that ωχ,cs |AL′ = ω0(Fχ,c∗ρL′ · Fχ,cρL′ )|AL′ where ρL′ is a ribbon that connects the site s to the boundary
of ΛL′ . Denote the subspace Gχ,cL′,L := Dχ,cL Dχ,cL′ (G,µL′ ); it is spanned by simple vectors of the form Fχ,eσ F ι,cσ′ Ω
where Ω ∈ GL′ , and σ and σ′ are a ribbons connecting sites in SL to the boundary of ΛL′ , see Lemma 3.6.
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Figure 3: A depiction of the ribbons ρ, σ and σ′ = σ1σ2σ3. The ribbon σ′ is shaded, σ2 is distinguished by
a lighter shade.
First, we consider the case ψ ∈ Gχ,cL′,L and ψ = Fχ,cσ Ω. Indeed, for each σ as above, we can find a new
ribbon, σ′ = σ1σ2σ3, see Figure 3, connecting y to the boundary of ΛL′ with the following properties
Fχ,cσ1 ∈ AL and σ1 ∩ ΛL = σ ∩ ΛL (4.32)
Fχ,cσ2 ∈ AL′−1 ∩ A(L+1)c and σ2 ∩ ΛL′−2 ∩ Λ(L+2)c = ρL′ ∩ ΛL′−2 ∩ Λ(L+2)c (4.33)
Fχ,cσ3 ∈ AL′ ∩ A(L′−1)c and σ3 ∩ ΛL′′ ∩ Λ(L′−1)c = σ ∩ ΛL′′ ∩ Λ(L′−1)c (4.34)
Fχ,cσ Ω = F
χ,c
σ1 F
χ,c
σ2 F
χ,c
σ3 Ω. (4.35)
Here we used that the state only depends on the endpoints of the ribbon, not on the path. Decompose
ψ = Fχ,cσ Ω = F
χ,c
σ1 F
χ,c
σ2 F
χ,c
σ3 Ω.
Suppose A is a product of ribbon operators. If A is not a product of closed paths, then its action
on Gχ,cL′,L yields a subspace with strictly higher energy with respect to Hχ,cL′′ . Thus, if ψ ∈ Gχ,cL′,L then
〈ψ,Aψ〉 = 0 = ωχ,cs (A). If A is a product of closed paths, then A leaves the frustration free ground state
invariant, AΩ = Ω. Let k ∈ C be such that AFχ,cρL′ = kFχ,cρL′A; k can be computed from ribbon intertwining
relations (3.11). It follows that
ωχ,cs (A) = 〈Fχ,cρL′Ω, AFχ,cρL′Ω〉
= k〈Ω, AΩ〉
= k.
Now going back to the properties of σl in equations (4.32)–(4.35), we have that
[A,Fχ,cσ1 ] = 0, [A,F
χ,c
σ3 ] = 0, and AF
χ,c
σ2 = kF
χ,c
σ2 A. (4.36)
Thus, if A is a product of closed ribbon operators then
Aψ = AFχ,cσ1 F
χ,c
σ2 F
χ,c
σ3 Ω
= kFχ,cσ1 F
χ,c
σ2 F
χ,c
σ3 AΩ
= kψ
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and ψ has eigenvalue k. For the case ψ = Fχ,eσ F
ι,c
τ Ω, the decomposition σ = σ1σ2σ3 and τ = τ1τ2τ3 as above
then we can choose σ2 and τ2 to coincide on the annulus ΛL′−2 ∩Λ(L+2)c . Therefore, the same argument as
above shows Aψ = kψ.
For a general ψ ∈ Gχ,cL′,L, ψ is a linear combination of the simple vectors Fχ,eσ F ι,cσ′ Ω. Thus, by linearity
Aψ = kψ for all ψ ∈ Gχ,cL′,L. Therefore, if ψ is normalized
〈ψ,Aψ〉 = k = ωχ,cs (A). (4.37)
Note that we already established this equation for A an open ribbon operator.
Since ribbon operators span the algebra AL′−2 ∩A(L+2)c , we extend the above argument by linearity so
that
〈ψ,Aψ〉 = ωχ,cs (A) for all A ∈ AL′−2 ∩ A(L+2)c . (4.38)
A general mixed state supported on Gχ,cL′,L is of the form
φ =
ωL′(D
χ,c
L′ D
χ,c
L · Dχ,cL Dχ,cL′ )
ωL′(D
χ,c
L D
χ,c
L′ )
=
∑
cψ〈ψ,Aψ〉,
where ωL′ ∈ KL′ and each ψ is a linear combination of vectors of the form Fχ,eσ F ι,cξ Ω. Since the cψ add up
to one, it follows that φ(A) = ωχ,cs (A) for all A ∈ AL′−2 ∩ A(L+2)c .
For the ground state ω, Lemma 4.2 gives ω|AL′ ∈ KL′ . Therefore,
ω(Dχ,cL′ D
χ,c
L AD
χ,c
L D
χ,c
L′ )
ω(Dχ,cL D
χ,c
L′ )
= ωχ,cs (A) for all A ∈ AL′−2 ∩ A(L+2)c . (4.39)
Since L′ was chosen such that L′ > L, and otherwise arbitrary, the estimate in (4.31) becomes
|ωχ,c(A)− ωχ,cs (A)| ≤ ‖A‖
(
+ 2
(+
√
)
(λχ,c − )2
)
for all A ∈ Aloc ∩ ALc . (4.40)
Now suppose further that ωχ,c is a pure state. Proposition 3.9 also gives that the states ωχ,cs are pure
states. Therefore, applying the criterion for equivalence of pure states (Corollary 2.6.11, [14]) we have
ωχ,c ≈ ωχ,cs for all (χ, c) ∈ Ĝ×G. (4.41)
This completes the proof.
The above two theorems give a complete characterization of the ground states of the quantum double
model. The sets of states Kχ,c played an important role in the analysis. We end our discussion by finding
the weak∗ closure of these sets in the set of all states. Recall that each state in Kχ,c has a charge (χ, c).
Now consider a sequence of states where the χ charge is gradually moved off to infinity. The resulting weak∗
limit will be a state with only a charge c, so the weak closures of the sets Kχ,c are strictly larger than Kχ,c
(unless χ = ι and c = e). The final result is that this procedure of moving away charges gives the weak∗
closures of the sets of charged ground states.
Theorem 4.8. The closures in the weak∗ topology are given by
Kχ,c
w
= Conv
(
K0 ∪Kχ,e ∪Kι,c ∪Kχ,c) , (4.42)
where Conv denotes the convex hull.
Proof. First, we show that Kχ,e ⊂ Kχ,cw.
Let ωχ,e ∈ Kχ,e and ρ be a path extending to infinity based at site s. Consider the automorphism αι,cρ (see
(3.45)) that generates a charge of type (ι, c) located at the site s. We claim that the state ωχ,e ◦αι,cρ ∈ Kχ,c.
To see this, from Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.4, write ωχ,e(A) = limL→∞ ωχ,e(AD
χ,e
L )/ω
χ,e(Dχ,eL ) for A ∈ A.
Notice that for L′ > L large enough such that s ⊂ ΛL, equation (3.16) gives F ι,cρL′D
χ,e
L = D
χ,c
L F
ι,c
ρL′ and
(αι,cρ )
−1(Dχ,eL ) = D
χ,c
L . Thus,
ωχ,e ◦ αι,cρ (A) = lim
L→∞
ωχ,e(αι,cρ (A)D
χ,e
L )
ωχ,e(Dχ,eL )
= lim
L→∞
ωχ,e ◦ αι,cρ (ADχ,cL )
ωχ,e ◦ αι,cρ (Dχ,cL )
. (4.43)
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To finish the claim, we need to show ωχ,e ◦αι,cρ is a ground state. Recall that Dχ,eL′ G,µL′ is spanned by simple
vectors of the form Fχ,eσ Ω where Ω ∈ GL′ and σ is a ribbon connecting a site s ∈ SL′ to the boundary of
ΛL′ . Let ψ ∈ Dχ,eL′ G,µL′ and write ψ =
∑
j bjF
χ,e
σj Ωj . Since F
ι,c
ρL′ψ =
∑
j bjF
ι,c
ρL′F
χ,e
σj Ωj ∈ Dχ,cL′ G,µL , it follows
that H,µL F
ι,c
ρL′ψ = 0. Indeed, we compute ω
χ,e ◦ αι,cρ is an infinite volume ground state:
ωχ,e(αι,cρ (H
,µ
L )) = lim
L′→∞
ωχ,e(α,µρ (H
,µ
L D
χ,c
L′ ))
ωχ,e ◦ αι,cρ (Dχ,cL′ )
= lim
L′→∞
ωχ,e(α,µρ (D
χ,c
L′ H
,µ
L D
χ,c
L′ ))
ωχ,e ◦ αι,cρ (Dχ,cL′ )
= lim
L′→∞
ωχ,e(Dχ,eL′ F
ι,c∗
ρL′ H
,µ
L F
ι,c
ρL′D
χ,e
L′ )
ωχ,e(Dχ,eL′ )
= 0,
where the last equality is true since the state
ωχ,e(Dχ,eL′ F
ι,c∗
ρL′ · F ι,cρL′D
χ,e
L′ )
ωχ,e(Dχ,eL′ )
is a mixed state supported on Dχ,cL′ G,µL .
Now consider a sequence sn of sites such that s1 = s and sn → ∞ as n → ∞. Let ρn be a ribbon
extending to infinity based at the site sn and then define the sequence of states
ωn = ω
χ,e ◦ αι,cρn ∈ Kχ,c.
For A ∈ Aloc, choose n large enough so that αι,cρn(A) = A. It follows that,
ωn(A) = ω
χ,e ◦ αι,cρn(A) = ωχ,e(A).
Therefore, w∗- limωn = ωχ,e ∈ Kχ,e. By similar arguments one can show the inclusion,
Conv
(
K0 ∪Kχ,e ∪Kι,c ∪Kχ,c) ⊂ Kχ,cw.
Now, to show the reverse inclusion, suppose ω̂χ,c ∈ Kχ,cw and let ωχ,cλ ∈ Kχ,c be a net in Kχ,c such that
w∗- limλ ω
χ,c
λ = ω̂
χ,c. For each λ, we can write
ωχ,cλ = limL→∞
ωλ( · Dχ,cL )
ωλ(D
χ,c
L )
.
The proof of Lemma 4.4 gives that Dσ,dL D
χ,c
L′ |G,µL′ = 0 if (σ, d) is not in the set {(χ, c), (χ, e), (ι, c), (ι, e)}.
Thus, in that case,
ω̂χ,c(Dσ,dL ) = lim
λ
ωχ,cλ (D
σ,d
L ) (4.44)
= lim
λ
lim
L′→∞
ωχ,cλ (D
σ,d
L D
χ,c
L′ )
ωχ,cλ (D
χ,c
L′ )
(4.45)
= 0. (4.46)
This holds for all L, hence λσ,d = 0. Since the set of infinite volume ground states is closed in the weak
∗
topology, we apply equation (4.44) to the ground state decomposition (4.18) of ω̂χ,c,
ω̂χ,c =λ0ω
0+
w∗- lim
L→∞
(
λχ,e
ω̂χ,c( · Dχ,eL )
ω̂χ,c(Dχ,eL )
+ cι,c
ω̂χ,c( · Dι,cL )
ω̂χ,c(Dι,cL )
+ cχ,c
ω̂χ,c( · Dχ,cL )
ω̂χ,c(Dχ,cL )
)
.
(4.47)
Therefore, ω̂χ,c ∈ Conv (K0 ∪Kχ,e ∪Kι,c ∪Kχ,c).
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5 Concluding remarks
We have proved that the set of known ground states for Kitaev’s quantum double model is complete in the
case of finite abelian groups. A natural question is if the results can be extended to non-abelian groups. The
main technical challenge is that the quantum double D(G) has higher dimensional irreducible representations.
In physical terms, this manifests itself in the presence of non-abelian anyons. As a result, the structure of
the ribbon operators and quasi-particles is much richer than that of the abelian case. In particular, the
quasi-particle excitations no longer decompose into simply electric and magnetic type, since they have to
account for the more complicated structure of Rep(D(G)). For instance, the boundary operators we use
in Lemmas 3.3 and 4.2 would need to be generalized to account for this structure. Since the fusion rules
are non-abelian, the fusion of two excitations does not always have a definite outcome. This makes it more
difficult to sum over all admissible configurations that lead to a given charge in the region. In addition, the
charged sectors are generated by endomorphisms, which are not automorphisms in general, and that are less
straightforward to construct [41].
A current challenge in mathematical physics is the classification of gapped ground state phases [5, 6, 44,
45, 46]. One approach to classifying a phase is to construct a complete set of invariants. By definition, an
invariant is a quantity that is constant within a phase. Consequently, if an invariant is computed for two
systems and is found to take different values, the systems must be in different phases. In the literature, a
topological phase is often defined as an open region in a space of Hamiltonians where there is a non-vanishing
gap above the ground state [17]. Therefore, the construction of invariants can be expected to rely on the
existence of a spectral gap. In the quantum double models, while it is known that the gap above the vacuum
state is stable under small uniform perturbations, we do not expect that the charged ground states will
survive a generic perturbation of this model since the anyon quasi-particles will, in general, not appear as
time-invariant states [35]. Our classification of the complete ground state space of the quantum double model
for abelian groups gives an example that shows that the set of infinite volume ground states is generally not
an invariant of a phase. From the physical point of view, however, the invariance of the structure of anyon
quasi-particles is usually taken as fact. There are few mathematically rigorous results in this direction [31].
We hope that our results are a first step in rigorously studying the stability properties of the superselection
structure of quantum double models.
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